Original Submission
The legend continues as mutant comic book characters come alive again on screen for an epic film that will place you on
the front row of destruction in X-men: Apocalypse. These characters will race against the four horsemen and against
time to save the world from false demigods who seek to transmute their power for destructive means to wreak havoc
worldwide. Join them and feel the fury, the fear, the pain, and the power unleashed. GI Film Festival will host an
advance screening of Xmen: Apocalypse on May 26th at 7:00 p.m. at Angelika Film Center. Governor Jim Gilmore will
open up the evening with an introduction of the nights events followed by X-men’s director Bryan Singer’s taped film
intro. There will be popcorn, drinks, an open bar and a chance to win a free gift bag followed by the film screening.
Sponsors will include wamal, 21st century fox, and Gary Sinese Foundation. After the screening join us for an after party
exclusive at cyclone Anaya for more fun and entertainment.
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No one knows the struggle of losing loved ones, missing loved ones, and taking care of loved ones damaged emotionally
or physically by war like the family of soldiers. Grief Sleeps, A Soldiers Story: Maj Stephen Reich, Goodmans Salute, Cold
Winters Night, Promise Me, Lost in Time, and Frogman each explore the aftermath of war not from the perspective of
soldier but the impact on the family dynamics. You will see the hurt and pain that family’s must cope with daily in order
to achieve normalcy again.
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Journey to the outer reaches of the heavens to a place beyond the stars and discover a parallel universe in which
mankind seeks to cultivate an understanding of what is difficult to be understood. Uncanny Valley, Outpost, The Art Of
Human Salvage, Jupiter And Mercury, Devil's Work, The Christmas You Don’t Know, The Glasses Forget, Scarlet, and I Did
Not Forget You will take you from the outer space to the infinite dimensions of reality. These films will delve into your
psyche and challenge your depths of understanding.
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Comedy? We got that. Drama? We got that. Music? We got that too. The only thing that’s missing is you. Hurry and
get your tickets now to enjoy GI Film Festival’s Best of the Fest Award Show and Films. Feel like VIP as you enter dressed
to impress at our red carpet award ceremony at The Angelika Film Center at Mosaic on May 28th at 7:00 p.m. Stay for
drinks, free food, and entertainment from guitarist Dani Figeroua followed by the screening of The Fog, The Long Way
Back, Stand, and Naptown Funk. This exclusive event is sponsored by Hardwire, AHC and Geico Military.
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Who would have thought that two men from two opposing cultures – America and Vietnam – would come together
despite the odds to take down a bigger enemy – Communism. Ride the Thunder: A Vietnam War Story of Victory and
Betrayal will have you questioning who is a friend and who is an enemy in this real life tale of two friends on opposite
sides of the fences. Feel the sadness, the struggle, the betrayal and even the comradery as two unlikely friends unite
ironically on the battlefield.
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Man down but not down and out is the best way to describe Jeremiah, Daryl, and Tourist. These films will take you
through the pain of war but will show you the light at the end of the tunnel. These characters brave the storm, live to
tell about tribulations of war and go on to do even greater things.
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